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Uniquely Positioned to Help  
Your Pharmacy Perform

A Diverse  
Medication Adherence  
Packaging Portfolio
Our medication adherence solutions include 
a wide range of medication packaging and 
labeling supplies, to enhance medication 
administration and adherence in a variety 
of non-acute care settings. We offer single-
dose blister cards and multimed adherence 
cards, in addition to software that streamlines 
packaging and labeling workflows while 
increasing accuracy.

Products  and Partnership,  
to Improve Pharmacy Performance

Quality

 A High-quality products

Service

 A 99% on time delivery rate 

 A Dedicated customer service team that goes  
above and beyond

Buying Power

 A Products always in stock at competitive prices  

Partnership

 A Partnering with pharmacies of any size 

 A Developing competitive and creative contract 
structures to meet your unique goals

Customers don’t just come 
to us. They stay with us. 

Client 
Retention

92%*
 

*Customer receiving  
 at least $1000 of  
 product per year

Client 
Satisfaction

4.6/5.0 
as of Q4 2022

At Omnicell® we know that for some companies, medication packaging might be considered a commodity.  
But we appreciate how important it is to your operation.

We value our customer relationships. So our approach is different.
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Labels and Printing 

Omnicell is a leading manufacturer of prescription labels. 
We offer a variety of laser labels and thermal transfer 
labels whose geometries are compatible with several of 
the leading software vendors. We additionally offer the 
ability to represent your pharmacy’s brand through custom 
label solutions for all your pre-packing and patient-specific 
labeling needs.

Single-Dose Blister Cards 

Omnicell is the North American manufacturing leader of 
single-dose blister cards, which are the standard of care for 
medication administration in many care settings. Our easy-
to-use blister cards allow staff to clearly identify whether 
medications have been administered, and provide visual 
reinforcement for the point of re-order.

 A Heat Seal, Cold Seal, and Reclaimable Cards

 A Dose Formats: 14, 15, 16, 28, 30, 31, 32, 60, 62, 90

 A Economical 2-Piece offerings and Efficient 1-Piece offerings

 A Unit-Dose Offerings for First Doses

Guided Packing 

Omnicell’s easy-to-use, web-based application lets you 
provide adherence packaging services quickly and with 
minimal start up costs. Omnicell’s Guided Packing software 
and SureMedTM multimed packaging provide your pharmacy 
with multiple labeling options and flexibility to ensure 
effective and accurate medication administration. 

Card options allow for both weekly and monthly packaging, 
to optimize your pharmacy’s filling practices.

Automation Partners 

Omnicell medication adherence packaging compatibility extends beyond Omnicell equipment and automation solutions. We actively 
collaborate and maintain relationships with other leading automation vendors to ensure seamless workflows and scalable options,  
for any pharmacy size. We offer a full range of compatible consumables for partners and solutions including:

 A Dosis® by Manchac

 A Parata® SynMed® XF and SynMed® Ultra

 A McKesson® Canada BlistAssist®

 A RxSafe® RapidPakRxTM 

MultiMed Adherence Packaging 

Omnicell multidose cards are designed for both patient safety and 
pharmacy accuracy. They clearly organize multiple medications in 
an easy-to-follow format that provides instant visual reinforcement 
of what to take and when.

Our multidose portfolio is offered in a variety of sizes and 
geometry, with easy-to-read days of the week and time passes. 
Much of our portfolio also allows for in-pharmacy customization 
of pharmacy branding, as well as a custom consolidated label with 
patient and medication information.
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Discover how Omnicell Medication Adherence can optimize your pharmacy operation.  

Omnicell.com/Medication-Adherence

For Your Pharmacy. For Your Patients.

Your partner for optimized outcomes. 
 
Through industry-leading medication packaging and automation solutions, Omnicell empowers pharmacies to work more efficiently, 
to improve medication safety and satisfaction for their employees, customers and patients.

Partnering with Omnicell® Medication 
Adherence Puts Superior Outcomes 
Within Reach

 “Omnicell consumables come on time, like 
clockwork. Not only is the price competitive; 
the timeliness helps us to be able to do our 
job. And our job is so critical.”

 A Miriam Cho 
MAC Rx
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